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1. BEMIS (Black and Ethnic Minorities Infrastructure in Scotland) is the Ethnic 
Minorities led national umbrella organisation for the Ethnic Minority Voluntary Sector & 
the communities that this sector represents. As a strategic national infrastructure 
organisation, BEMIS aims to empower the diverse Ethnic Minority third sector. We are 
committed to promoting inclusion, democratic active citizenship, recognition of diversity, 
human rights education, and wider representation. Our vision is of a Scotland that is 
Equal, Inclusive, and Responsive: A society where people from the diverse communities 
are valued, treated with dignity and respect, have equal citizenship, opportunities and 
quality of life, and who actively participate in civic society. 
 
2. BEMIS welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Equal Opportunities Committee 
on the general principles of the Forced Marriage (Protection and Jurisdiction) (Scotland) 
Bill. Throughout the following response, we will focus on matters significantly pertinent 
to BEMIS‟ agenda and concerns in relation to equality and diversity.   
 
 
WRITTEN EVIDENCE  
 
3. Beginning from the definition of „forced marriage‟ is a crucial step to approach this 
issue. In policy literature this is dealt with in a rather straightforward manner where the 
distinction between „forced marriage‟ and „arranged marriage‟ revolves around consent.  
This is a simplified approach to coerced and consensual marriage because it fails to 
acknowledge the complexities of the issue and the enormous pressures on individuals 
both to accept the marriage and to remain within it.  
 
4. In order to fully understand the difference between consent and coercion it is vital to 
acknowledge and comprehend the several aspects of inequality as well as the social, 
historical, political and cultural contexts in which women live.  
 
5. Studies show that many women – who have been coerced into marrying – actually 
do not identify themselves as being in a „forced marriage‟.  A number of responses were 
elicited from women in the context of focus groups by using the formula „pressurized to 
marry‟. This allowed to record a variety of experiences of emotional and psychological 
pressures related to marriage. („Forced Marriage in the UK: Religious, cultural, 
economic or state violence?‟ Critical Social Policy 2009:29).  
 
6. This is a telling example of the complex and contradictory ways in which women 
exercise agency. Factors like control, pressure, persuasion, threat and force have to be 
understood in a context of gender inequalities and patriarchal structures.  Within these 
constraints and despite various forms of subjugations, women‟s „choice‟ is a result of 



 

their needs as well as of the expectations weighing upon them. “BME women‟s 
experiences of coercion in matters of marriage are not coherent, explicit, identifiable 
and distinct from their experiences within other structures of inequality. Only by 
addressing these structures can there be a lasting solution to the problem of violence 
against women”. („Coercion, Consent and the Forced Marriage Debate in the UK‟ 
Feminist Legal Studies (2009) 17:165 – 184).  
 
7. The proposed bill fails to recognize the circumstances in which agency takes place; 
it ignores the several constraints that women face. In fact, there are multiple forms of 
oppression such as issues of gender compulsory heterosexuality, culture and poverty 
which are key to understand the complexities of forced marriage: it is in these conditions 
that forced marriage thrives. Forced marriage must be approached much more broadly: 
in relation to the communities in which it occurs, to the structural inequalities inherent in 
these. 
 
8. It should also be noted that disadvantaged women, and women from diverse ethnic 
minorities, are marginalized by the legal discourse of the UK.  “When cultural diversity is 
ignored or denied, there is a danger that policy will write in the practices and 
assumptions of majority groups as unquestioned norms. Members of minority groups 
may then find themselves less protected than others in their cultural or religious 
practices.” („UK initiatives on forced marriage: regulation, dialogue and exit‟ - LSE 
research online 2004; Phillips A. and Dustin M.) 
 
9. The proposed bill addresses very well the option of EXIT from forced marriage. 
Whilst we wholeheartedly welcome this opportunity, we wish to flag up that this is not 
the best way to address the issue. Research shows that not all women seek to leave 
abusive families or initiate criminal or civil proceedings against them. There are different 
ways to tackle forced marriage: REGULATION, EXIT, DIALOGUE.   
 
10. The proposed bill seeks to act according to the first two ways. Regulating the 
practice of force marriage, whilst seeking to tackle significant abuses of human rights, it 
can also foster culture stereotyping and antagonism against some groups. „Intervening 
against what are deemed the unacceptable practices of a minority group can end up 
reinforcing ethno-cultural stereotypes, demonizing cultural minorities, encouraging racist 
attacks….When public authorities set out to „protect‟ individuals from their cultural 
group, their actions have often been highly damaging.” („UK initiatives on forced 
marriage: regulation, dialogue and exit‟ - LSE research online 2004; Phillips A. and 
Dustin M.). The current proposals are not empowering women, rather, they are 
reinforcing cultural divides. It is important to bear in mind the wide range of communities 
where forced marriage is practiced. These include also some „white‟ communities. “A 
sole focus on South Asian communities detracts from the factors contributing to forced 
marriage in other communities, thus making those experiences invisible. The danger of 
gearing policy and practice towards specific communities and on age is a far from 
satisfactory response to tackling forced marriage.” („Forced Marriage in the UK: 
Religious, cultural, economic or state violence?‟ Critical Social Policy 2009:29). 
 



 

11. The proposed route to Exit, whilst effective for some, can be absolutely devastating 
for others. In fact, it leaves many people without a choice: often rejecting a partner 
entails being rejected by one‟s family. This is a price too high to pay. There is also the 
financial aspect to consider. Many minoritised communities value interdependence: in 
joint family systems, duty and obligations are owed to other family members and this is 
deemed as „normal‟. Dominant western practices – in which policies and practices are 
generated – ignore these social forms and value instead an individualistic culture. Thus, 
the option of EXIT has financial implications which are difficult to comprehend without 
bearing in mind cultural values. “Given the diversity in family structures between 
individualistic cultures and collectivist cultures and the way in which resources (financial 
and emotional) are used differently, and the fact that many young people (of all cultures) 
are returning to the family home, the notion of financial independence may be an 
impossibility for many young adults”. („Protecting Victims of Forced Marriage: Is Age a 
Protective Factor?‟ Feminist Legal Studies (2009) 17 : 267 – 288). 
 
12. Another option is Dialogue. This way of addressing forced marriage allows for a 
better engagement with the communities and for a more participatory role of the 
individuals involved. Indeed, rather than regulation and exit, policies should offer a wider 
range of responses to this issue. Examples could be  
 

 Outreach services,  
 Raising awareness and  
 Developing Human Rights Education in schools and within the communities; 
 Securing welfare services; 
 Providing childcare structures; 
 Providing refuge spaces in which multicultural approaches are adopted 

(Research shows that many EM women have experienced isolation and 
discrimination within these structures).  

 
 
13. “The current state response is geared towards legal intervention, however, and the 
recent legislation on forced marriage has not been accompanied by any additional 
funds”. („Coercion, Consent and the Forced Marriage Debate in the UK‟ Feminist Legal 
Studies (2009) 17:165 – 184).  
 
14. The option of dialogue is a long term approach. This will ultimately address the 
underlying power relations within the involved communities. In order to be successful, 
dialogue should aim at achieving a cultural shift: young individuals refusing a forced 
marriage would not have to feel the burden of familial disapproval; and families would 
not feel the unbearable shame if their children refuse the imposed partner. All this 
requires an inter-generational social change, but is the one measure which tackles more 
effectively forced marriage. 
 
 
 
 



 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
15. BEMIS points out that the proposed intervention by the Equal Opportunities 
Committee, whilst valid in some respect, it fails to address oppression faced by women. 
It insists on approaching „forced marriages‟ in relation to individual choice. This 
approach is bound to fail because it ignores the fact that women forced into marriage 
inhabit families and communities where the notion of choice is meaningless. Individuals 
coerced in forced marriage must not be seen as helpless victims to be rescued and 
offered an EXIT option. Public authorities should approach forced marriage by initiating 
a long-term dialogue with the affected communities and by ensuring appropriate 
provisions.  
 
16. The concern for women facing oppression, violence and coercion must be 
addressed by ensuring a fair and equal support to victims. “Black women facing 
domestic violence do not get help until they have had, on average, seventeen contacts 
with agencies; for white women, it takes eleven contacts on average”. (Emily Brittain, et 
al. Black & Minority Ethnic Women in the UK, London, Fawcett 
Society, February 2005, p. 39). “The lack of support given to grassroots South Asian 
women‟s organisations and the continuing deportation of women at risk of violence 
reveal the partial nature of the state‟s commitment to supporting victims of domestic 
violence and other forms of oppression”. („The Forced Marriage Debate and the British 
State‟, by Amrit Wilson, Race Class 2007 49:25).  
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